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the grating, albeit with changing 
speeds over time (Figure 1B). We 
performed two experiments to 
quantify the influence of kinesthesis 
on motion perception. Subjects, 
without seeing their hand or the 
cube, moved the grating along 
approximately straight-line paths in 
self-chosen random directions and 
reported the perceived grating motion 
direction. Each block in Experiment 1 
contained randomly intermixed, equal 
numbers of trials with circular or 
square apertures. The orientations of 
the gratings were randomly chosen 
from (0°, 40°, 80°, 120°, 160°) away 
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Numerous studies have shown 
that extra-retinal signals can 
disambiguate motion information 
created by movements of the eye 
or head [1]. We report a new form 
of cross-modal sensory integration 
in which the kinesthetic information 
generated by active hand movements 
essentially captures ambiguous 
visual motion information. Several 
previous studies have shown that 
active movement can bias observers’ 
percepts of bi-stable stimuli [2,3]; 
however, these effects seem to 
be best explained by attentional 
mechanisms [4]. We show that 
kinesthetic information can change 
an otherwise stable perception 
of motion, providing evidence of 
genuine fusion between visual 
and kinesthetic information. The 
experiments take advantage of the 
aperture problem [5], in which the 
motion of a one-dimensional grating 
pattern behind an aperture, while 
geometrically ambiguous, appears 
to move stably in the grating normal 
direction. When actively moving 
the pattern, however, the observer 
sees the motion to be in the hand 
movement direction. 

Subjects viewed one-dimensional 
grating patterns displayed on a 
monitor through a mirror. Behind the 
mirror, subjects moved a cube on a 
tabletop that was co-aligned optically 
with the visual display (Figure 1A). We 
measured the motion of the cube in 
real time (Optotrak, NDI, Ontario) and 
the grating was rendered to move 
with subjects’ hands as if mounted 
on the top face of the cube. Informal 
initial demonstrations showed that, 
when subjects moved the cube in 
a curvilinear path, they perceived 
the grating to move along a similar 
curvilinear path; observers passively 
viewing the grating perceived it to 
move along a line perpendicular to 

Correspondence from the horizontal. Square apertures 
were always oriented 45° relative to 
the grating normal direction. 

When the aperture was circular, 
subjects reported the pattern moving 
largely in the hand movement 
direction (Figure 1C), suggesting that 
visual motion signals were modulated 
by kinesthetic signals from the hand. 
When the aperture was square, 
subjects’ judgments showed more 
variability, with subjects appearing to 
adopt different strategies in different 
trials. While for most subjects, 
kinesthetic modulation happened on 
some trials, on others it did not, with 
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Figure 1. Experimental set up and results.

(A) Subjects viewed a grating pattern co-aligned optically with the top of a cube held by sub-
jects’ right hand against a fronto-parallel table. A 12° aperture surrounding the grating was 
rendered binocularly 10 mm above the visual pattern.  After viewing the pattern for 3500 ms, 
subjects reported the perceived direction of grating motion (see Supplemental Information). (B) 
When moving a grating along the direction indicated by the green arrow, subjects saw the mo-
tion of the grating in that direction, whereas a second observer saw it moving unambiguously 
along the grating normal direction (red arrow). (C–E) Subjects’ perceived motion directions 
(relative to the grating normal direction) as a function of hand movement direction. The top row 
illustrates the stimuli used in corresponding plots. (C) A typical subject’s data in trials with cir-
cular apertures in Experiment 1. Seven subjects showed similar results (see Figure S1).  (D) The 
same subject’s data in trials with square apertures reflect multi-stable motion percepts.  The 
results varied across subjects (see Figure S1). (E) One subject’s data in Experiment 2. Seven 
of the eight subjects showed the same results. One subject reported perceived motion in the 
direction of hand movement (see Figure S2). (F) Mean and SEM of the relative influence of the 
kinesthetic signal.  A value of 1 reflects full kinesthetic capture (see Supplemental Information). 
The influence was close to 1 when the aperture was circular, showing that the perceived motion 
was largely determined by the kinesthetic signals. The influence was smaller and the variability 
greater when the aperture was square, because of subjects’ mixed strategies in motion judg-
ment. The influence was close to 0, indicating vision dominance, in the delay condition — the 
apparent small non-zero influence being due almost entirely to one subject who reported hand 
movement direction in all trials (see Figure S2).
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judgments sometimes matching the 
motion of either set of terminators 
where the grating intersected the 
aperture boundary (Figure 1D). The 
multiple percepts were consistent 
with the findings of Castet et al. [6], 
where the percepts of similar stimuli 
were multi-stable, changing from the 
grating normal direction to those of 
the terminators. On the one hand, 
subjects’ judgments for the square 
aperture stimuli show that kinesthetic 
information was not strong enough 
to resolve the multi-stability. On the 
other hand, it indicates that subjects 
were reporting their visual motion 
percepts as instructed rather than 
simply the perceived hand motion.

To test further that subjects’ 
perceptual reports in Experiment 
1 reflected true sensory fusion, we 
ran a control experiment in which 
we added a 200 ms delay between 
the visual motion and subjects’ 
hand motion. Eight new subjects 
were given the same instructions 
as in Experiment 1 and were not 
told about the delay. Only circular 
apertures were used. Seven subjects’ 
perceived motion directions clustered 
around the grating normal directions, 
independent of hand movement 
direction (Figure 1E).

Previous research on the effects 
of active movement on motion 
perception has shown that hand 
movement direction biases subjects’ 
percepts of bi-stable motion stimuli 
(such as counter-phase flickering 
gratings) to one or another of the 
bi-stable percepts [2]. These studies 
did not enforce consistency between 
the visual motions and the observer-
generated movements and further 
experiments suggest that the effects 
were due to attentional modulation 
[5]. Though we cannot exclude any 
role of attention in our study, several 
aspects of the stimuli and the results 
suggest that the percepts reflect 
true fusion of visual and kinesthetic 
information. First, motion percepts 
for passively viewed gratings 
through a circular aperture are not 
bi-stable or ambiguous — they 
appear reliably to move in the grating 
normal direction. While attention can 
modulate the perceived motion of a 
grating behind a square aperture by 
focusing on the terminators, when 
attention is focused on the grating 
itself, one cannot willfully change 
the direction of perceived motion. 
Thus, the kinesthetic information in 

Experiment 1 dramatically changes 
what is otherwise a reliable percept 
of motion in the perpendicular 
direction. Second, the kinesthetic 
modulation shown in Experiment 
1 is subject to a strong temporal 
congruency constraint, a factor 
known to be crucial in other multi-
sensory integration phenomena [7].

Some subjects experienced 
changes in their percepts between 
the grating normal and hand 
movement directions within one trial. 
We instructed subjects who reported 
this bi-stability to report the more 
dominant percept. The malleability 
of the effect depends on individuals 
and on specific stimulus parameters. 
For example, larger apertures lead to 
more consistent kinesthetic capture, 
perhaps because of a decreased 
influence of terminator motion. 
The effect can be demonstrated 
informally by moving a printed 
grating while viewing it through a 
tube. Viewing through a long tube 
leads to strong kinesthetic capture 
for some viewers, but more malleable 
percepts of movement direction 
for others. Viewing through a short 
tube, which puts the terminators 
in the far periphery, leads to more 
consistent kinesthetic modulation 
of perceived motion direction. 
When the perceived motion of the 
grating switches to the grating 
normal direction the hand no longer 
appears to be physically moving 
the grating; thus, we speculate that 
differences in the strength/stability 
of kinesthetic capture are related to 
sensory evidence and implicit priors 
for subjects’ causal inferences about 
the relationships between hand 
movement and the visual stimulus. 

Our results are consistent with 
Bayesian theories of perceptual 
inference that explain the 
perpendicular motion percept as a 
result of integrating visual motion 
information with an internalized prior 
for slow speeds [8]. When kinesthetic 
information about the motion of the 
stimulus is available, it can override 
such prior biases. While we can only 
speculate on the physiology involved 
in kinesthetic and visual motion 
integration, Blake et al. [3] did find 
that haptic motion information from 
touch activated the MT complex, 
and a recent study by Lunghi et al. 
[9] showed that haptic signals could 
resolve binocular rivalry. Both results 
suggest that the integration may 

happen as early as the first stage 
of visual processing known to be 
causally linked to visual motion 
percepts [10].
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